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Ground-state energy of a two-dimensional charge-density-wave state in a strong magnetic field
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The charge-density-wave state of two-dimensional electrons which occupy only the lowest
Landau leve1 is investigated. The previous Hartree-Fock calculation by Yoshioka and
Fukuyama [J. Phys. Soc. Jpu. 47 394 (1979)] is extended to include the higher harmonics
of the density wave. The correction to the Hartree-Fock ground-state energy is calculated

by second-order perturbation theory. Effects of higher Landau levels are also estimated. It
is found that the ground-state energy is a smooth function of v, the filling factor of the
1owest Landau level.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional electrons form a Wigner crystal
at low density at low temperatures. ' Such a crystal-
line state has been observed for electrons on a
liquid-helium surface. However, when the electron
density becomes higher the cost of the kinetic energy
to form the crystal becomes larger than the gain of
the Coulomb interaction between the electrons, and
the crystal is not formed. The two-dimensional elec-
tron systems realized in Si metal-oxide-semi-
conductor (MOS) and GaAs-A1GaAs heterojunction
have rather high density, n & 10" cm . Hence the
Wigner crystal is not expected to be formed in these
systems.

The situation is different when a strong magnetic
field is applied perpendicular to the two-dimensional
plane. In a strong magnetic field the electrons are
localized within the order of the Larmor radius
l =&c/eH. Even at high densities, as long as the
field is strong enough so that l is much smaller than
r, =(un) '~, the mean distance between the nearest
electrons, a Wigner crystal can form without the
cost of the kinetic energy.

In the experimentally realized system of n & 10"
cm . and H=10 T, l and r, are of the same order, so
if the Wigner crystal is formed, the overlap of the
wave functions is not negligible. It will be better to
describe such a state as a charge-density-wave
(CDW) state. Fukuyarna et al. considered a system
where only the lowest Landau level is partially filled
(i.e., 2ml n &1), and calculated the transition tem-
perature to CDW states by the Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation. They obtained a rather high transition
temperature (T,=30 K for Si MOS in H =10 T)
and found that the CDW state with the highest T,
has a periodicity which is different from that of the
Wigner crystal of the same density. Later Yoshioka
and Fukuyama showed that the CDW state has the

expected periodicity in the ground state and that it
can be considered as a Wigner crystal of electrons or
holes with overlapping wave function. While the
Hartree-Fock approximation grossly overestimates
the transition temperature, these calculations indi-
cate the possibility of realizing the Wigner crystal or
CDW state in Si-MOS or GaAs-A1GaAs heterojunc-
tion in a magnetic field of the order of 10 T.

Several attempts to detect this CDW state have
been made on Si MOS, and a number of unusual
behaviors have been found. However, in Si MOS
the effect of the random potential makes it difficult
to interpret the experiments. In this respect the
GaAs-A1GaAs heterojunction is a more favorable
system for the investigation of the CDW state, since
electron mobility is higher than in Si MOS. The ex-
periments on GaAs-A1GaAs became possible quite
recently, and the experiments have been done mainly
to investigate the quantized Hall effect. ' Two re-
cent experiments"' have led to the suggestion that
the CDW state may be realized in these systems.

Paalanen et al."measured the resistivity tensor at
temperatures down to 50 mK, and observed vanish-
ingly small p and steplike behavior of p„~ as a
function of the magnetic field, namely, pzy seems to
take only the quantized value. Fukuyama and Platz-
man' suggested a possible interpretation of the data
based by assuming the formation of the CDW state.
The magnetic field in this experiment was not very
high, H ~8 T, and several Landau levels are occu-
pied by electrons. Another experiment' done at
higher magnetic field, H & 20 T, revealed very
strange behavior of p~ and p~. Tsui et al. observed
a dip in p~ and a plateau in p~ at p~ =3h/e as a
function of the magnetic field, when the lowest Lan-
dau level is about —, filled, i.e., the filling factor
v=2@1 n —,. They suggested the following inter-
pretation of this phenomenon. If the CDW state at
v= — is energetically favorable, the filling factor
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may be pinned at —, in a finite region of the magnet-

ic field. The sliding of the CDW ground state may
explain the plateau at pzy 3A/e . The purpose of
this paper is to investigate whether the CDW
state at v= —, is energetically favorable or not.

Yoshioka and Fukuyama (YF) have already cal-
culated the ground-state energy of the CDW state as
a function of v. They took into account only the
lowest Landau level (strong magnetic field approxi-
mation) and applied the Hartree-Fock theory. They
further simplified the problem by neglecting the
higher harmonics of the CDW. The CDW state was
found to have the same periodicity as the Wigner
crystal. The ground-state energy is a smooth func-
tion of the filling factor v except at v= —,, where the

phase transition between the electron Wigner crystal
and hole Wigner crystal occurs.

In this paper we improve the approximation used

by YF. For simplicity we keep the strong magnetic
field approximation, even though for GaAs-AloaAs
in a field of 15 T, fico, =300 K and e /el=200 K.
We solve the Hamiltonian obtained by this approxi-
mation by the Hartree-Fock theory in Sec. II. The
calculation is the same as YF except now we consid-
er the higher harmonics of the CDW. The deriva-
tion of the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian is repeated
for convenience. We solve this Hamiltonian by the
same method as YF but in a different representa-
tion. We will see that the conclusion by YF is essen-
tially correct: The energy is a smooth function of v,
and the CDW state can be considered as a Wigner
crystal. In Sec. III we improve the Hartree-Fock
approximation by calculating the effect of the
difference between the original Hamiltonian and the
Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian using second-order per-
turbation theory. Effects of the higher Landau lev-

els are also estimated. We will see that the correc-
tion to the energy is enly a few percent and is also a
smooth function of v. Finally, discussion is given in
Sec. IV.

II. HARTREE-FOCK THEORY

level, which is partially filled by electrons, and in-
vestigate the effect of the Coulomb interaction. In
this paper we assume fico, »e /el and consider the
situation when only the lowest Landau level is partly
filled. In this strong magnetic field approximation
the Hamiltonian is given by

II= g u (q)p(q)p( —q),
1

2L e

where

u(q)=
277e

eq

(2.1)

(2.2)

p(q) = g exp —iq„X— a» a», (2.3)
(ql)2

4 +

X+ ——X+21 qy, 0&X= j&L.2~1
(2.4)

(p(r) ) = g 6(Q)exp(iQ r ——,i Q )
2ml g

or

(2.5)

In these equations p(q} is the density operator ex-
pressed in terms of the creation (annihilation} opera-
tor a» (a») of the electron wave function in the Lan-
dau gauge, L is the linear dimension of the system,
and j is an integer. In this model the number of
states are finite and given by L /2' . In the fol-
lowing we express the electron density n =N/L in
terms of the filling factor v (=2m.l n) of the total
states. It should be noted that the Hamiltonian has
an electron-hole symmetry: The Hamiltonian has
the same form after the transformation az~z.
Hence the ground state at filling factor v is
equivalent to that at v'=1 —v. Hereafter, we con-
sider only the system with v & —,.

We obtain the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian assum-
ing the following triangular charge-density-wave
state:

A. Derivation of the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian
2 1d(Q)= g (a» a» )exp(iQ„X), (2.6)

In a magnetic field the energy spectrum of a two-
dimensional free electron is quantized into Landau
levels. The Coulomb interaction between the elec-
trons causes broadening of each Landau level and
mixes different Landau levels. However, when the
energy difference between the nearest Landau levels,
fuu„ is much larger than the typical order of the
Coulomb interaction, e /el, where e is the dielectric
constant and 1 =(c/eH)', the Larmor radius, the
mixing of the different Landau levels will be negligi-
ble. In this case we can consider only one Landau

where

k v3Q= 1+2 Qo 2
kQo (2.7)

X+ ——X+ —,1 Qy . (2.8)

Here 6(0)=v, Qo gives the fundamental periodicity
of the CDW state, which should be determined to
minimize the energy, and j and k are integers. Then
the Hamiltonian is decoupled to give the following
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Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian:

HHF g——g U(Q}h( —Q}exp( i—Q„X}a» a»
Q X

1 L
, y U({?) I

&(Q)
I

',
2 2gl2

e 1 Q 212
U(Q) =— exp — (1—5Q o)

el Ql 2

g9)

B. Diagonalization of the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian

The Hartree-Fock (HF) Hamiltonian is diagonal-
ized by unitary transformations. We diagonalize it
in three steps. First we transform operator ax into
bx Y.

III ~3
bx, r= p exp —i sQo Y ax+()/3I2)sl2Q

Sm s=0 0

(2.11)
' 1/2

exp — Io
4 4

(2.10)
I

where s is an integer, s~ =2L/(v 312Qo),
0&X& —,v31'Qo, Y is the integral multiple of
2~l /L, and bx Y+~l'/~sg ——bx, y. Then HHF is

rewritten as follows:

1 L
HHF gg g——U(Q)b, ( Q)e—xp[ i (Q—„X+Q» Y+ , I Q, Q—„)]b»„b „,, —— g U(Q)

I
h(Q) I

Q X Y
X, Y+l Q 2 2 l2

(2.12)

where the summation over Y is restricted to 0& Y&4nl /~3Qo We no. te that Y is defined modulo
4ml /W3Qo and Y is coupled to Y+ i Q . So we define integers M and N such that

—,NQol~= M
&3 Qo

(2.13)

or

M ~3 Q2i,
N Sm

(2.14)

and rePlace bx Y by cx Yj,

X, Y,j X Y+1/2jl2g

where 1 &j&N and Y is restricted to 0 & Y & I Qo/2M. Then HHF is rewritten as

(2.15)

HHF= g g g QMJ, «(»Y}cx,roc», r« ——,g U(Q}
I
i«(Q}

I

1 L

X Y j k Q

(2.16)

Mj «(X, Y)= g U(Q)4( —Q)expI i[Q,X+—Q» Y+ —,(j+k)l QoQ»]!5«j+2Q, IQ,
g

The matrix M& «(X, Y) is Hermitian, so HHF is diagonalized by a unitary matrix Ui «(X, Y },

HHF ——Q Q pa» rJEJ(X,Y)axrj ——
2 Q U(Q)

I
~(Q}

I

1 L

y j 2 2ml g

where

[U '(X, Y)M(X, Y)U(X, Y)]J «=51 «EJ(X, Y),

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19}

1 —1 3 M
rsx, r,j.= g g U «(X, F)exp i sQoY 2n—isk a- —

x+( 3/2)sl2Q0 ' (2.20}
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C. Hartree-Fock ground state

In the ground state the amplitude of the CDW or the order parameter 6(Q) is given as follows:

4(Q)=, g(a» a» )exp( —iQ„X}
2ml

2~l g g g g Uk+kg gg, (X, Y)e(p E(—X,Y)}U k'(X, Y)L'xYJk
Xexp[ —l (Q 'X+Q Y+ l Q Q + kl QpQ )], (2.21)

where p is the chemical potential and 8 is the step function. This is the self-consistent equation. To find the
ground state for a given value of v, we first assume some Qo, solve Eq. (2.21} for 6(Q} and p, and minimize
the expectation value of the Hamiltonian EH„(Qo,v) with respect to Qo, where EHF(Qo, v) is given as follows:

EHF(Qp &)— g g g E;(X,Y)e(p —E,(X, Y))=—,g U(Q)
~
&(Q)

~

' . (2.22)
j 27Tl Q

However, this procedure cannot be done as it is,
firstly, because there are an infinite number of order
parameters, and secondly, an arbitrary choice of Qo
may make the order of the matrix M~ k(X, Y) too
large. YF avoided this difficulty by considering
only the order parameters with ~Q ~

=Qo and
noting that the energy spectrum EJ(X,Y) has a large
gap between lower 2M and 2M+1 bands, where
M/N =v 3Qoi ISn, and that .the choice of Qo such
that v=2M!N should give the lowest energy, since
the Fermi level lies in the large gap. In this paper
we also assume that the same choice of Qo gives the
lowest energy. We choose several v given by a ratio
of small integers 2M and N, thereby avoiding diago-
nalization of a large matrix. We solve Eq. (2.21)
only by taking into account a finite number of order
parameters whose Q satisfies

~ Q ~
&Q~. We in-

crease Q~ until the results converge.
We performed this procedure for v=2M/N with

N&13 and 0.1818&v&0.5. The values of v, M,

-O. I -O. I

-0.2

-0.6

I

1 I
and N are shown in Table I. For v= —, and —, we
took into account the order parameters up to
Q~=7Qp. We found that it was adequate to take
Q~ to be 4QO. The difference of the ground-state
energy for Q~ ——7Qo and Q~=4QO was less than
10 %, and the difference of the energy spectrum

TABLE I. Values of v=2M/N for which calculations
are done. -0.4

0.1818
0.2
0.2222
0.25
0.2857
0.3077
0.3333
0.3636
0.4
0 AAAA

0.4615
0.5

11
10
9
8

7
13
6

11
5
9

13
4

-0.8

-0.9— —-0.9

I

O. I

I

0.2
I

0.3
I

0.4
I

0.5

FIG. 1. Energy bands of the CDW state plotted for 12
choices of v. At each v the vertical lines show the range
of energy E where there is a state with E =EJ(X,Y).
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-0.2

-0.3

Lsl

FIG. 2. Cohesive energy per particle E h(v) for the 12
choices of v.

-0.4

was less than 0.7%. So for the other choice of v we
took Qsr to be 4Qp.

Figure 1 shows the energy bands for each v. We
plot the allowed value of EJ.(X,Y) for each v. We
note that the energy bands split into two parts, one
below —0.6e /el and the other above —0.4e /el.
The lower bands (valence bands) consist of 2M
bands which are completely filled. The upper
N —2M bands (conduction bands) are empty. The
energy gap between these two groups are roughly in-
dependent of the choice of N and M, i.e., v= —, has

6
the nearly same energy gap as v= » ——0.462. We
can safely assume that this large gap continues to
exist for larger values of N and M in this range of v.
This large gap at the Fermi level ensures the choice
of Qp for a given v.

It is interesting to recall that YF have found that
the bottom of the conduction band and the top of
the valence band show cusplike behavior at v= —,.
When higher harmonics are included we see from
Fig. 1 that while the cusp is considerably reduced, it
is still visible.

Figure 2 shows the cohesive energy per particle,

-0.5

-0.6 I

O. l

I

02
I

0.3
I

0.4 0,5
V

FIG. 3. Ground-state energy per particle of the CDW
state and the classical Wigner crystal. The closed circles
show the present calculation, the open circles show the re-

sults of YF, and the solid line shows the result for the
classical Wigner crystal.

uniform Fock energy —,U(0)v is included for the
CDW state here. The ground-state energy per parti-
cle for the classical Wigner crystal is given by Bon-
sall and Maradudin' to be —1.9605e V n /e

0.782' ve~—/el. This value gives a lower bound of
the energy for the present system. The spread of the
electron wave function increases the energy for the
CDW state.

Figure 4 shows the first three order parameters:
h(Qp), h(~3Qp), and h(2Qp). They are also a
smooth function of v. In this figure the order

E~h(v) =——g U(Q)
~
&(Q)

~

',
2 v g~p

(2.23)
0.2

which is the difference of the ground-state energy
per particle between the CDW state and the uni-
form state appropriate at very high temperature,
whose ground-state energy per particle is given by
—,U(0)v. Again E h(v) seems to be a smooth func-
tion of v: E~h( —, ) is approximately given by linear
interpolation of E h( —„)andE h( —„).Apparently,
contributions from the cusp at the top of the valence
band are canceled by the presence of gaps in

1
the valence band for ~—,.

We also compared the present ground-state energy
with the previous calculation by YF and with the
ground-state energy of the classical Wigner crystal,
namely, the Coulomb energy of the triangular lattice
of point electrons. Figure 3 shows this comparison.
We plot the ground-state energy per particle. The

O

O. l

O. l 02 0.4 0.5

FIG. 4. First three order parameters. The closed cir-
cles show h(Qs), the open circles show h(v 3Qs), and the
open triangles show h(2Qs). The solid lines show

hs(Qp), har(V 3Qp), and hs(2Qs), where hn is the
overlapping Gaussian approximation [Eq. (2.25)].
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parameters of the hypothetical Wigner crystal
ha (Q) are also shown by solid lines. These h~(Q)
are calculated from the following density pattern:

&p(r)&=
2 +exp[ (r ——R„) /212]

1

2@12 ~

2 ghs(Q)exp(ig r . ,—I Q—),
2~l g

(2.24)

where it is assumed that each electron has the
Gaussian density distribution of the lowest Landau
level around the lattice point R„, and that the total
density pattern is given by simple summation. This
equation gives the following i}s (Q):

hs(Q)=vexp( ——,I Q ) . (2.25)

We find that the difference between h(Q) and

hii(Q) is smaller than 0.01. This means that the
density pattern given by Eq. {2.24} gives a good ap-
proximation to the actual density pattern of the
CDW state. If we calculate E„h(v), Eq. (2.23),
using 6s (Q) for 6(Q), the result reproduces the ac-
tual E h{v} within 0.1% for v&0.4. This agree-
ment shows that the CDW state can be interpreted
as the Wigner crystal and gives a strong support for
the smoothness of the ground-state energy.

There is more proof which supports the smooth-
ness of the ground-state energy. We can verify that
the order parameter 6(Q) satisfies the following
sum rule:

ergy gap at the Fermi level. One of the effects of
taking into account many order parameters is that
both the conduction bands and the valence band nar-
row. The band narrowing is a consequence of better
localization of the electron density. This effect be-
comes larger at small v where the higher harmonics
become more important. The narrowing is particu-
larly striking for the conduction band. Another ef-
fect of the higher haanonics, lowering of the
ground-state energy, is also larger at smaller v.

Finally, we remark that the above interpretation
of the CDW state as a Wigner crystal of electrons is

1 1

appropriate only for v& —,. For v& —, the electron-

hole symmetry of the Hamiltonian tells us that the
CDW state looks like a Wigner crystal of holes.
There is a phase transition at v= —, between an elec-

tron and hole Wigner crystal when we change v.

III. SECOND-ORDER PERTURBATION

In this section we calculate the correction to the
Hartree-Fock ground-state energy by the second-
order perturbation. We are motivated by the obser-
vation that the present problem has no small expan-
sion parameter. Without explicit calculation it is
not obvious whether the higher-order corrections
will be small. Furthermore, while the Hartree-Fock
energy is a smooth function of v, it is conceivable
that the cusp in the band structure discussed in the
preceding section might appear in the second-order
energy.

The Hamiltonian is written in the following way:

X I
~(Q)

I
'=v.

Q

(2.26) H =HHF +(H HHF ) . — (3.1)

Ecch(v)&
2

Umin X I~(Q) I'
2V g~o

=-,'(i —v)U,„, (2.27)

where U;„ is the miniinum value of U(Q), which is
—0.557e /el. At v= —, the actual cohesive energy is
about 97% of this lower bound.

The results we get thus far are qualitatively the
same as those of YF. The CDW state can be inter-
preted as the Wigner crystal, and there is a large en-

The proof is given in Appendix A. If 5( ) at each
Pair of {'j,k), where Q=[(j+ 2k)Qp ( 3/2)kQp],
is a continuous function of v, it follows from Eqs.
(2.23) and (2.26) that E h(v) is also a smooth func-
tion of v. Incidentally, in the one-harmonic approx-
imation, Eqs. (2.26} and (2.23) give simple analytic
form for E„h(v). This sum rule also means that
there is a lower bound for the Hartree-Fock cohesive
energy E h(v), &@IH I@&=&~'IHHF I@& EHF

the second-order correction is given as

(3.3)

E,=&~I(H-H.F)
1

HHF) I
@&

EHF —H

1= g &4IH HHF I
4;&-

HF i

x & @i I
H —HHF I

~'&

&@IHI4;&&4; IH I4&,
(3.4)

We treat (H HHF) as a—perturbation Hamiltonian.
The Hartree-Fock ground state

I
4& is given as

I~&=n n n-!,, I0&,
j x Y

where the product over j is done for occupied states
only and

I
0& is the vacuum. The first-order correc-

tion is zero, since
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where H
I
4; ) =E;

I 4; ), and
I
4; ) is a state where

two electrons and two holes are excited from
I
4).

Let us express the state where one electron is added
to I4) by If') and one hole is added to I@) by

I Pk ), namely,

Ikk&=a»„, r. ,..I
~ &,

I fk&=&»„,r„,„I
@& .

Then E2 is written as follows:

(3.5)

(3.6)

E2 g——g g g 4 g g g gv(qi}v(q2)exp[ —iqi„(Xi X—2) iq—~(X3—X4)]
1

k j m n 4L
ql q2 X1 +4

Xexp( ——,I q~ ——,1 q2)

x((~ la» „,, „li}'~)(y~ la» ... „Ie&&@la»X2 I q) /2

x(&@
I a» +1~„„I

(('k & &((}k I a»Xz+I q&, /2 X4 —I q~ /2 X)—I q) /2

(3.7)

where Ek EJ (Xk, Yk },etc. T——his summation cannot be done analytically. Even the numerical computation is
difficult, since we must sum over many variables. However, we can overcome this difficulty in the following
way. We note that the energy denominator is nearly constant, roughly twice the energy gap. We expand the
deviation from this constant up to second order: We define the mean energy of the occupied bands E„and the
mean energy of the empty bands E„

E„= g g g E (X,Y}e(p—E (X,Y)),
vL

(3.g)

E,= ', g g gE, (X,Y}e(E,(X,Y}—i ).
(1 v)L2» r— (3.9)

E, and E„are related to each other,

(1 v)E, +vE„=U(0}—v,
since

g E)(X, Y)= g Mii(X, Y) .

(3.10)

(3.11)

Then we express the deviation from E, and E„as follows, and expand the energy denominator:
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Ej——E,+ej, E~ =E„+e~,
(E +E„—E« —Ei) '=[2(E„E,—)] ' (—e +e„e«—e,—)[2(E. E,—}]

+(e +e„—e» —e&} [2(E„E,—)] + ' ' ' .

We define bc'"'(Q), h'„"'(Q) as follows:

g (@
l a», l

11);) „(p( I o», l@~:X 5'„"'exp[ , Q—,(X1+X2}15»» )~g
[2(E,—E„)]" '

g
n

g(~ l.». lW(&
'

„&Nr l~», I
~ &-=X~c'""xphg. (X)+X»]5»»,)ig ~

[2(E,—E„)]" '
g

or

(gg) 277 lg„"(g)= g g g g U»~2g qg (X,Y) 8(p —E (X,Y})
E&(X,Y) Ec-

L X Y j k C C

(3.12)

(3.13}

(3.14}

X UJ «'(X, Y)exp[ 1(Q—„X+QzY+ —,l Q„gy+ —,kl'Q0gy)], (3.15)

(pg) 27Tl EJ (X, Y) E„—
lL,"(Q)= g g g g U g ~g (X,Y) 8(E (X, Y)—(M)L» 1 J «

" 0' 2(Ec Ec }

X U, „'(X,Y)exp[ i(Q„X—+Qz Y+ , l Q„Q—„+, kl Q0—Q&)]. (3.16}

We use such notation because 6'„'(Q)=6(g} and 5c' '(Q) =5g 0—6(g}. Moreover, 5„"'and 6c'" are related to
each other,

6,"'(Q)+5'„"(Q)= [[U(g)—E„+E,]h(g) —E,5g I .
C C

(3.17)

We insert Eqs. (3.12}—(3.14) into (3.7), then we can sum over X and Y and we obtain the following expression

for E,:

E2 ——— g g g g U q+ —U q ——exp[ il [q„(—Q, +Qi„—Q~) —q„(g„+Qi„—Qi), )]I1 1 Q Q z

c —
u q g g, g,

x [[~("(Q+Q))+~(„"(Q+Q))+&("(Q+Q))]

x [~'„"(g—g, )+~'„"(g—g, )+~'."(Q -Q, }]

x[4,"'(Q )—&,'"(Q )+&'"(Q )][&"'(Q )—~"'(Q )+&'"(Q )]

+Q(0)(g +Q )(I) (0)(g Q )Q(1 )(Q )Q( l)(Q )

+g() )(g +g )g(1)(g g )g(0)(g }i( (0)(g )

—&„'"{Q+Q))&'„'{Q—Qi}+'{Q)}6,' '(Q2)

—~'"(Q +Q()~'"(Q —Qz )~'"(Q) )~'"(Q2)

—~'."(Q+Q) )~'."(Q—Q2)i)c"(Q) )~' (Qz)

-~'„"(g+g) )&'."(g—g2 }~,'"(Q) )~,'"(Q.) I . (3.18)
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FIG. 5. Correction to the cohesive energy per particle
by the second-order perturbation theory E2 for the 12
choices of v.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we investigated the CDW ground
state of a two-dimensional electron in a strong mag-
netic field. We assumed that the cyclotron energy
fico, is much larger than the order of the Coulomb
interaction energy e /el and considered only the
lowest Landau level (strong magnetic field approxi-
mation). This model has been investigated in the
Hartree-Fock approximation before by YF. Since

The effective potential U(q} diverges at q=O as q
It may seem that the term with Q=O gives a diver-

gent contribution to E2. However, we can show that
the other factor vanishes at q —+0 as q due to the
sum rule Eq. (2.26) and the relation between 6,"'(Q}
and &'„'(Q), Eq. (3.17); hence the divergence of
[U(q)] does not give a divergence of Eq.

Now we can evaluate E2 numerically. We calcu-
lated 5'„"'(Q}and 5,'"'(Q) at the values of v chosen
in Sec. II, and calculated E2. It turns out that the
expansion of the energy denominator is a ~ood ap-
proximation. The values of 6„"'(Q) and 6' '(Q) are
smaller than 10 ~ and the values of 6'„'(Q) and

6,' '(Q) are smaller than 10 . About 95% of E2
comes from the terms with 6'„'(Q) and 6,' '(Q} only.

The result is shown in Fig. 5 as a correction to the
cohesive energy, hE h

——E2/N, where N is the total
number of electrons. Again ~~h seems to be a
smooth function of v. Moreover, the absolute value
of ~~h is very small compared to E~h, only 2% at
v= —,. Therefore, the Hartree-Fock approximation
seems to be a very good approximation for the
ground-state energy.

they considered only a single harmonic of the order
parameter, it was not an exact Hartree-Fock theory.
In this paper we considered all the important order
parameters, and solved the Hartree-Fock self-
consistent equations. We found that the conclusion
reached by YF was essentially correct: The CDW
state is a Wigner crystal of electrons (v( —,) or a
Wigner crystal of holes ( —, &v&1) and there is a

large energy gap at the Fermi level for any value of
v. We found that the width of the occupied bands is
very narrow, which means the electrons are well lo-
calized. The ground-state energy looks like a
smooth function of v,' v= —, seems to have no special
feature.

Then we calculated the correction to the ground-
state energy by the second-order perturbation
theory. We found that the correction is a smooth
function of v and that it is less than 2% of the
Hartree-Fock ground-state energy. It seems that the
Hartree-Fock theory is a good approximation for
the ground-state energy which appears to be a
smooth function of v.

We have also estimated the effect of the higher
Landau levels by the second-order perturbation.
The calculation is given in Appendix B. The correc-
tion to the energy depends on the ratio of %co„cy-
clotron energy, and e /el, the Coulomb energy. If
we use H=15 T, at which the anomaly is observed
in GaAs-AlGaAs, m*=0.07mo and a=13, %co, is
about 300 K and e /el is about 200 K. Then the
correction to the ground-state energy is less than
0.8%. Hence the neglect of the higher Landau lev-

els is a good approximation.
In conclusion, the Hartree-Fock theory and its

improvements did not produce a commensurability
1

energy at v= —,. Thus an explanation of the ob-

served Hall step at v= —, must await a more sophis-
ticated treatment of the problem.
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APPENDIX A

Here we verify the sum rule v= g& ~
6(Q)

~

. The order parameter h(Q) is given as follows:

2m.l 1&(Q)=, g g g g g g U k', (X, Y)Uk, (X,Y)e(p —E (X, Y))
L gpss X 1' j k) k2 s

Xexp 1Q„X+—$1 Qp iQ~( Y+——,1 kzQp ——,1 Q„)

+ $ (k] —k2) 1 Qp
322

4
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If we perform the summation over s, we get Eq. (2.21). However, here we leave the s summation and perform
the Q summation first,

2~12

X ~
~(Q)

I

'=X, X X X X X 2 X " X X X8(i E—
, (X» Y ) }8(& E—,(X» Y ~) }

Q Q m X) X2 Yl Y2 j, j 2 k) k4 s) s2

X UJ, k, (Xi, Yi)Uk~i, (Xi, Yi)

X Uki J (X2, Y2) U&2 k4(X2, Yi)

Xexp iQ„—Xi —X2+(si —s2) i Qo
3 2

iQy~ Yl Y2+(ki —k4) i i'Qo~

+ i[si(ki —k2) —s2(kq —k4}]

X i2Q2
4 0

2m.l
, g g g g g g g " g g g f„,„&»,,»,&..,.P..,.,B(i E,, (X„Y—, ))

m X& X2 Y& Y2 j& j2 k) k4 S) $2

X8(p EJ (Xi, Y&—) )UJ
~ k~ (Xi, Yi )

XUk J (Xi, Yi)Uk J,(Xi, Yi)

X U k, (Xz, Yq)exp is~(ki——ki) i Qo
—1 ~ 322

Now we perform the s1 summation which gives 5k k, , hence

2ml
X i~(Q) i'=, X X X X X XUi, , ', (X Y)U., J (X Y)Uk, ,j,(X Y)
Q X Y J1 J2 k] k

(A2)

X U, k, (X, Y)8(p E(X,Y) )B(p—E,(X, Y))—

g g g 8(p E~(X,Y))=v —.
L X Y j

(A3}

APPENDIX B

Here we estimate the effect of the higher Landau levels. The main effect of the higher Landau levels will be
taken into account by the Hartree-Fock theory. The approximate Hamiltonian is now given as

HHF gg U(Q}h(Q}e——xp( iQ X)a» —a» ——
2 g U(Q)

~
b(Q)

~
+ g g neo, a„»a„»

Q X + 2 2m.l Q @=1 X

U„(Q)b,( —Q)exp( iQ„X)a„»—a
Q X n=O m=O

(B1)

The first two terms in Eq. (Bl}are the same as Eq. (2.9},and the notations are the same as in Sec. II. The oth-
er terms come from the higher Landau levels. The annihilation operator in the nth Landau level is written as
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a„», where ao «=a». The effective potential U„~(g) is given by

Um(g)={),

U, (Q)=U „(—Q)
' 5 —PN 1/22 ~

1 1 & 2 2 mf
nt

(B2)

I'(n + —, }1
tFt(n + , ,n——m + —,; ——,i2Q2)"2 r(n —m+ —, )

(B3)

In this equation it is assumed without the loss of generality that n & m, L'"'(X) is the Laguerre function, I'(n)
is the gamma function, and tF t {a;P;X)is the hypergeometric function.

The unperturbed state is given by
~
4), Eq. (3.2). The correction to the ground-state energy in the second-

order perturbation is given by

LEE= g g g Q g Uo„(gt)Uso(gp)h( —Qt)5( —Q2)
Q& Q2 X& X2 n=1

1
Xexp( igt„—Xt iQ2 X—2) @ &ox &ax ~n, X ~OX2

EHF +HF

where

Xt+ ——Xt+ —,I Qty,

X2+ =X2+—,I Q2y .

The energy denominator EHF —HHF can be approximated by —neo, . Then AE is expressed as follows:

(B4)

(B5)

{B6)

L2 1 l 2
Uo (Q])U o(Q2)&(gt+Q2)&( —Qt )&( —Qz)exp —

& (Q2sgtz —Qtagqz)
2771 ] Q Q

(B7)

where we have used Eq. {3.13}and the following relation:

(@
~
tt,«, tt,x, ~

q') =8», ,x, (Bg)

The value of ~ depends on the ratio of co, and e /el. When co, is 1.5e /el, h, & is about 0.8% of EHF at
1
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